Revain (R)

About:

It’s a new generation feedback platform, mostly based on the blockchain technology that doesn’t allow to change or delete reviews and its authors get a reward for creating it!

The platform runs on two tokens: R and RVN. Users are paid in RVN which is a stable currency used only within the platform, and R is the external token which is used for exchange and trade. A non-linear conversion mechanism is used to convert RVN to R and vice versa.

Advantages:

1) **Artificial intelligence**: Our service is developed in close collaboration with hi-tech IBM AI systems.

2) **Stable token**: RVN token, inner platform currency, isn’t volatile at all.
3) **Review’s immutability**: Due to blockchain technology and Ethereum platform especially, all the reviews can't be deleted or changed.

4) **Rewards**: Users get a reward in our tokens for every review. The only requirement - the review should pass filtration stage.

5) **Automatic filtration**: We're using machine learning and neural networks for detecting all types of unwarranted texts: spam, flood, abuse, etc.

6) **Unbiased system**: We’re creating a system that doesn’t need a user to trust a platform to perform any actions. DAO and smart-contracts will defend it from any kinds of fake reviews.

7) **Transparency**: Anyone can check all the reviews or transactions. Also, we have public Github page so that you can explore our code!

   https://github.com/Revain

8) **Quality feedback**: Improve your product and business processes by getting a real experience of hundreds of your users.